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The shear wave velocity (Vs) is significant for quantitative seismic interpretation.
Although numerous studies have proved the effectiveness of themachine learning
method in estimating the Vs using well-logging parameters, the real-world
application is still hindered because of the black-box nature of machine
learning models. With the rapid development of the interpretable machine
learning (ML) technique, the drawback of ML can be overcome by various
interpretation methods. This study applies the Light Gradient Boosting Machine
(LightGBM) to predict the Vs of a carbonate reservoir and uses the Shapley Additive
Explanations (SHAP) to interpret the model. The application of ML in Vs estimation
normally involves using conventional well-log data that are highly correlated with
Vs to train the model. To expand the model’s applicability in wells that lack
essential logs, such as the density and neutron logs, we introduce three
geologically important features, temperature, pressure, and formation, into the
model. The LightGBM model is tuned by the automatic hyperparameter
optimization framework; the result is compared with the Xu-Payne rock
physics model and four machine learning models tuned with the same
process. The results show that the LightGBM model can fit the training data
and provide accurate predictions in the test well. The model outperforms the rock
physics model and other MLmodels in both accuracy and training time. The SHAP
analysis provides a detailed explanation of the contribution of each input variable
to the model and demonstrates the variation of feature contribution in different
reservoir conditions. Moreover, the validity of the LightGBM model is further
proved by the consistency of the deduced information from feature dependency
with the geological understanding of the carbonate formation. The study
demonstrates that the newly added features can effectively improve model
performance, and the importance of the input feature is not necessarily related
to its correlation with Vs
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1 Introduction

Shear wave velocity (Vs) is one of the most crucial elastic
parameters for quantitative seismic interpretation as it provides
useful petrophysical, lithological, and geomechanical
information (Greenberg and Castagna, 1992; Rezaee et al.,
2007; Anemangely et al., 2017; Olayiwola and Sanuade, 2021).
Sonic logging is the most accurate way to measure the shear
velocity in subsurface formations, while due to the high cost and
time constraints, Vs logging is often unavailable in most fields
(Wang et al., 2020; Miah, 2021). Consequently, attempts with
various approaches have been made in estimating the Vs using
petrophysical loggings.

The empirical formula method is the most common approach
to first estimate the shear wave velocity by constructing a linear
relationship between logging parameters and Vs (Castagna et al.,
1985; Han et al., 1986; Dvorkin, 2008; Parvizi et al., 2015).
However, the empirical relationship is highly lithology- and
region-specific (Tamunobereton-Ari et al., 2010). In carbonate
formation, which has a complex pore structure and strong
heterogeneity, the variation of shear wave velocity in
carbonate is the result of an interaction between lithofacies,
diagenetic process, and porosity (Rafavich et al., 1984;
Anselmetti and Eberli, 1993; Tamunobereton-Ari et al., 2010;
Qabany et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Kittridge, 2015; Garia
et al., 2019). Thus, simple linear approximation is insufficient for
accurately estimating the Vs The rock physics modeling
technique for carbonate has being extensively studied by
considering different mineral types, pore structures, and fluid
conditions, and the studies have shown promising results (Xu
and Payne, 2009; Sun et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Azadpour
et al., 2020; Seifi et al., 2020). However, the modeling process
requires pore structure quantification and the accurate
interpretation of petrophysical parameters and lithofacies,
which needs to be calibrated by vast amounts of laboratory
tests from rock samples before use. However, the conditions
are not always met, causing the instability of predictions from the
rock physics model.

The data-driven approach, such as machine learning (ML),
has received great attention due to its strong ability in building
non-linear relationships between input variables and the target.
ML has been prevalently used in well logging interpretation of
petrophysical and geomechanical parameters. Numerous studies
have demonstrated the reliable application in shear wave velocity
estimation in carbonate formation using different algorithms,
e.g., neural-network based model (Hadi and Nygaard, 2018;
Alkinani et al., 2019; Mehrgini et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020;
2022; Ebrahimi, 2022; Mehrad et al., 2022; Rajabi et al., 2022;
Taheri et al., 2022), support vector machine (Bagheripour et al.,
2015; Anemangely et al., 2019), tree-based model (Zhong et al.,
2021), fuzzy inference system (Nourafkan and Kadkhodaie-
Ilkhchi, 2015), and clustering algorithm (Alameedy et al.,
2022). Despite the plentiful research on this subject, the use of
machine learning is still hindered by its black box nature, which
makes it difficult to understand how the output is achieved. The
reason is that the machine learning models are usually trained by
a vast amount of data and they can be highly complex to interpret
(Du et al., 2019; Murdoch et al., 2019; Roscher et al., 2020; Belle

and Papantonis, 2021; Molnar et al., 2021). In a regression task
like shear wave estimation, such a drawback limits the choices of
input features during the training process, i.e., only loggings that
are considered geologically meaningful or highly correlated with
shear wave velocity, like compressional wave velocity (Vp), are
chosen to build the model. New features that can increase the
model performance can hardly be introduced into the model
without explaining the feature importance and contribution by
reliable interpretation tools.

Interpretable or explainable machine learning (IML) has
received great attention nowadays in response to the booming
complexity of machine learning models; the method can be
employed for model validation, model debugging, or
knowledge discovery (Du et al., 2019; Rudin et al., 2022).
Numerous interpretation approaches have been proposed,
which can fall into two categories: model-specific and model-
agnostic. Model-specific methods are specifically designed for
different methods, such as weights for explaining the feature
importance in generalized linear models (Nelder and
Wedderburn, 1972), while model-agnostic methods are general
schemes that can be applied to various models to provide insight
into feature importance, e.g., permutation feature importance for
evaluating the contribution of certain features to the overall
model performance (Altmann et al., 2010). Both types of IML
have been widely utilized in areas such as the prevention of
geological hazards (Dikshit et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2022),
biochemistry (Vellido, 2020; Esterhuizen et al., 2022), and civil
engineering (Feng et al., 2021).

In this study, we train a LightGBM regression model to predict
the shear wave velocity, and the model can be applied in the
development wells where logging type is limited. To compensate
the model performance reduction caused by the lack of crucial
loggings, we added three new features into the model and adopted
the model-specific TreeSHAPmethod to quantitatively demonstrate
the effectiveness and reliability of the newly added features
(Lundberg and Lee, 2017; Lundberg et al., 2018). We targeted the
low permeability porous carbonate reservoir in a gas field located on
the right bank of the Amu Darya river. The gas field is covered by
three appraisal wells with a comprehensive well-logging set and
three development wells with density and neutron logs missing. To
increase the prediction accuracy, we conducted the feature
engineering technique and added three more features into the
model, namely, temperature, pressure, and formation
information. With the help of the automatic hyperparameter
optimization technique, the LightGBM model is compared with
four classic machine learning models that are frequently used in the
regression task and the Xu-Payne rock physics model. Moreover, we
fully analyze the model output using TreeSHAP, both globally and
locally, to demonstrate how the predictions are made, how each
feature contributes to the final prediction, and the usefulness of the
newly added features. The results show that new features can
compensate for the loss of crucial loggings and effectively
increase the model accuracy and generalization ability. Compared
with other machine learning and rock physics modeling methods,
the LightGBM model can provide accurate results efficiently,
especially in areas that have complex lithology, high clay content,
and high porosity, which often cause unreliable predictions in the
Xu-Payne model.
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2 Reservoir characteristics

The right bank of Amu Darya is located at the eastern border of
Turkmenistan, closely adjacent to Uzbekistan (Figure 1). After a
series of tectonic evolutions from the Permian to the Holocene, the
current geological framework can be separated into six structure
belts: the Chardzhou step, Kennedykiddskurt uplift, Carlabekaul
depression, Sandykly uplift, Bieshikent depression, and Gissar
predominant thrust belt (Tian et al., 2016; Shan et al., 2022; Wu
et al., 2022). The gas field D, which geologically belongs to the
Chardzhou step, is located at the northwestern part of the block
(Figure 1).

The Callovian-Oxfordian carbonate formation, which has a
thickness of approximately 400 m, is divided into eight layers,
labeled XVac, XVp, XVm, XVhp, XVa1, Z, XVa2, and XVI. It is
considered as a major hydrocarbon reservoir that is controlled
by depositional and diagenetic processes (Liu et al., 2013; Xing
et al., 2022). In the early Callovian, a major transgression
occurred and formed the mixed shelf sedimentary
environment (Wu et al., 2019). Then a series of argillaceous
limestone interlayered with thin calcareous mudstone that has
high Gamma Ray (GR) values were deposited at the inner
ramp. The low energy environment in the inner ramp has
little hydrodynamic differentiation effect on the sediments
and causes the formation of the mound-beach complexes on
the geomorphological high point. During the Oxfordian, the
ramp went through a transgression and being submerged,
constructed a rimmed platform in the middle of the
Kennedykiddskurt uplift. After the deposition of the XVhp

formation, the aggradation of reef-shoal complex continues
on top of the previously deposited mound-beach complexes.
The deposition of carbonates ends with a large-scale regression
during the late Oxfordian and early Tithonian; then, the
increasing brine concentration leads to a long period of
precipitation of gypsum and salt (Figure 2).

The dominating lithofacies in the Callovian-Oxfordian
carbonates are bioclast limestone, oolitic limestone, and micrite
limestone, which associated with characteristic shoal facies within
the platform. The reservoir lithofacies are mainly composed of
microcrystalline sandy oolitic limestone, sparry oolitic limestone,
pellet microcrystalline limestone, and powder crystalline limestone
(Figures 3A–C). The sedimentary environment variation during the
deposition of XVac caused the layer to become interfingered with
thin gypsum and dolomite, which can be observed in the mudlog in
Figure 2.

The major storage space for the hydrocarbon are secondary
and residual primary pores; only a small proportion of fractures
and dissolution caves are developed. The dissolved and residual
primary pores can be found in grainstone and bioclastic
limestone, and the grain surface is often covered with sparry
calcite (Figures 3D–F). The dissolved pores inside grains are
often developed in microcrystalline sandy limestone; sometimes
the grain is totally dissolved and leaves a moldic pore. The small
number of fractures developed in XVp and XVm often have high
angles and are partially cemented with mud (Figure 3B). The
distribution of dissolving caves is heterogeneous and mostly
associated with fractures; the maximum width of caves is
3 mm (Figure 3C).

FIGURE 1
Location of the Amu Darya Right Bank. The study area (gas field D) is indicated by the red rectangle.
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3 Data

Gas field D consists of two low-amplitude anticlines separated
by a normal fault, and the logging data we used for this study comes
from three appraisal wells, JE1, JE2, and BJE1, that drilled in
different structures (Figure 1). Seven types of loggings are
sampled through the whole Callovian-Oxfordian carbonates for
all three wells, which are GR (gamma ray), SP (spontaneous
potential), DT (delta time for compressional wave), RHOB
(density), CNL (compensated neutron log), LLD (laterolog deep),
LLS (laterolog shallow), and DTSM (delta time for shear wave,
which is the reciprocal of Vs), while the RHOB and CNL are missing
in the development wells. The dataset includes 5,902 data instances
that cover eight formations from XVac to XVI, vertically. Figure 4
demonstrates the linear correlation between each logging parameter
and the target DTSM. It can be observed that the DT has the closest
correlation with DTSM with the coefficient of 0.87, while no other
loggings had correlations exceeding 0.7. The RHOB, CNL, LLD, and
LLS show moderate correlation with the DTSM with a coefficient

value of approximately 0.5. The correlation coefficient of GR and SP
is even lower, and the TEMP and PRES show the least correlation
with DTSM. The RHOB, LLD, LLS, TEMP, and PRES are negatively
correlated with DTSM, meaning the DTSM value drops as the value
of these features increases.

Data is conditioned before training the machine learning
model. First, we calibrated the anomalies in the RHOB and DT
curves, which are caused by the drilling hole enlargement. Then,
we conducted the data normalization to the GR, SP, DT, RHOB,
and CNL curves to eliminate the systematic error caused by the
differences in logging tools and scales. The JE2 well is chosen as
the standard well because of its good logging quality, and the
XVa1 is chosen as the standard formation for its consistency in
lithology. Finally, the additional features are extracted by the
feature engineering technique to further improve the model
accuracy. Two numerical features and one categorical feature
are introduced, namely, TEMP (Temperature), PRES
(Pressure), and FORM (Formation). The TEMP and PRES
curves are calculated by the corresponding gradient and

FIGURE 2
The stratigraphy of the Callovian-Oxfordian formation and well logs of JE1.
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measured depth; both parameters are critically related to the
fluid properties and also utilized in the rock physics modeling.
The categorical feature FORM is the layer information that
represents different sets that have distinct lithological and
electrical characteristics. The layers are often accurately
assigned in wells and can be compared laterally through the
whole block. For instance, the XVa1 layer is a pure limestone
formation that is evenly distributed across the gas block with a
small amount of clay and high porosity. The categorical feature
FORM is handled by the feature engineering technique;

therefore, it can be applied in machine learning. It is
transformed into a numerical feature by One-Hot-Encoding,
which replaces the original categorical values with the binary
values of 0 and 1 (Figure 5).

FIGURE 3
Core and thin-section observation of samples from upper three layers (A) JE1, 2128.40 m, XVm, light grey fine-grained limestone. (B) JE1, 2106 m,
XVp, powder crystalline limestone with fracture, half-filling bymud. (C) JE2, 2184 m, XVp, brown-graymicrite limestone with a developed cave. (D) BJE1,
2167.4 m, XVac, gastropod micrite limestone. (E) BJE1, 2147.61 m, XVac, deformed micrite sandy oolitic limestone. (F) JE1, 2131 m, XVm, sparry oolitic
limestone.

FIGURE 4
Correlation between well logging parameters.

FIGURE 5
Illustration of the data type transformation of FORMbyOne-Hot-
Encoding.
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The dataset is divided into three subsets for training, validation,
and test purposes. The JE1 and JE2 wells are merged and randomly
split into training and validation sets at a ratio of 70% and 30%. The
data in the BJE1 well is held for testing and is not involved in the
model training and optimization process. The ratio of data instances
for training, validation, and testing is 3,126:1734:1042.

4 Methods

4.1 Light Gradient Boosting Machine
(LightGBM)

The LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework that is
widely used in machine learning competitions and real-world
applications. The algorithm is designed to be efficient, scalable,
and accurate, and can handle large-scale data and requires less
memory than other boosting frameworks. The LightGBM shares
a similar objective function as the Extreme Gradient Boosting
machine, which introduced a loss functionΩ to let the model take
a smaller prediction step and prevent overfitting (Chen and
Guestrin, 2016; Ke et al., 2017). The objective function for the
tth tree is:

objt � ∑N

i�1L yi, ŷ
t−1( ) + P( )[ ] + 1

2
λP2 + γT (1)

where L is the loss function, N is the total number of samples, yi is
the true value of the ith label, ŷ(t−1) is the predicted value from the
previous tree, p is the predicted value of the tth tree, λ is a penalty
hyper parameter for which larger values can shrink the prediction
step. γ is another penalty hyperparameter that is used to avoid
overfitting by setting a threshold for pruning the branches. T is
the total number of nodes in the tth tree.

The objective is to minimize the loss function to find the
lower value for the objective function. The term γT can be
omitted as it is a constant. The framework provides a general
solution for minimizing any loss function that can be
differentiated by approximating the loss function using the
second order Taylor polynomial expansion:

L yi, ŷ
t−1 + P( ) ≈ L yi, ŷ

t−1( ) + L′ yi, ŷ
t−1( )P + 1

2
L″ yi, ŷ

t−1( )P2 (2)
where the first and second order derivatives are the gradient and
hessian information for the loss function, which are represented
by g and h, respectively. The objective function can be written as:

objt � 1
2

H + λ( )P2 + GP (3)

H � ∑N

i�1hi (4)
G � ∑N

i�1gi (5)

The optimal predicted value for the tth tree is when:

P � − G
H + λ

(6)

For the regression task we presented in this study, the loss
function is:

L y,P( ) � 1
2

y − P( )2 (7)

G in (5) becomes the sum of all the residuals in a node, and H in
(5) is the number of residuals.

The LightGBM model utilizes different sample selection and a
tree building strategy to greatly improve the training speed while
maintaining accurate predictions.

4.1.1 Histogram algorithm
To find the best splitting point of a leaf, instead of presorting and

traversing each value of every feature to calculate the best gain, the
histogram algorithm separates the continuous values into bins and
greatly reduces the calculation time.

4.1.2 Gradient-based one-side sampling
The LightGBM uses the gradient-based one-side sampling

technique to reduce the sample amount for each training without
jeopardizing the model performance. The technique is achieved by
calculating the gradient of the loss function of each instance in the
training dataset; then, the data with larger gradient gain more weight
while the smaller instances are downsampled. It allows the
LightGBM to concentrate on the most informative and valuable
instances, which increase the training speed and model
performance.

4.1.3 Exclusive feature bundling
The exclusive features, by definition, are features that seldom take

non-zero values simultaneously. For instance, the one-hot-encoded
feature FORM in this study assigned value one only in the
corresponding layer. Thus, bundling these exclusive features together
can effectively reduce the feature dimensionality to improve efficiency
while allowing the model to maintain the predicting performance.

TABLE 1 Model evaluation with different input feature combinations.

Model Input feature Baseline

RMSE R2

Full_log GR, SP, DT, RHOB, CNL, LLD, LLS 3.02 0.90

Full_log plus GR, SP, DT, RHOB, CNL, LLD, LLS, TEMP, PRES, FORM 2.54 0.93

Five_log GR, SP, DT, LLD, LLS 3.24 0.89

Five_log plus GR, SP, DT, LLD, LLS, TEMP, PRES, FORM 2.70 0.92
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4.1.4 Leaf-wise tree growing
Leaf-wise tree growing is a tree building algorithm utilized by

gradient boosting frameworks. Compared with the depth-wise
tree growing technique, which is an alternative tree building
algorithm, the leaf-wise algorithm builds the tree node-by-node

instead of level-by-level. It chooses the largest gain node as the
foundation of the next node until the maximum tree depth is
reached. The algorithm can capture the complex interaction
between features and achieve accurate results with fewer trees,
thus resulting in a faster training speed.

TABLE 2 Optimal hyperparameter values of machine learning models and the evaluation results.

Model Optimal hyperparameter Train Validation Test Time (s)

RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2

SVR kernel = rbf 1.00 0.98 2.60 0.93 7.35 0.08 0.728

C = 9

epsilon = 1.7413

gamma = 44.8195

DNN activation = relu 3.0 0.89 3.56 0.86 4.49 0.66 4.853

learning_rate = 0.0008

hidden layers = 5, 50, 46, 98, 81, 52, 51, 72, 59

RF max_depth = 9 2.00 0.95 3.01 0.90 3.69 0.76 2.173

min_leaf_nodes = 1

min_samples_split =2

n_estimators = 152

XGBoost max_depth = 9 1.02 0.99 2.08 0.95 3.66 0.77 1.603

n_estimators = 833

learning_rate = 0.1678

subsample = 0.6067

gamma = 3.1166

min_child_weight = 2

colsample_bytree = 0.7204

colsample_bynode = 0.0705

colsample_bylevel = 0.4619

reg_alpha = 1.6739

reg_lambda = 7.3256

LightGBM max_depth = 7 1.00 0.99 2.40 0.94 3.47 0.79 1.166

num_leaves = 121

n_estimators = 1169

learning_rate = 0.0220

subsample = 0.1905

colsample_bytree = 0.4943

min_child_weight = 0.0010

min_child_samples = 1

min_split_gain = 0.0109

reg_alpha = 7.8969e-07

reg_lambda = 0.0022
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4.2 Evaluation metrics

Evaluation of the machine learning model is essential before
deployment, and the evaluation methods often vary with the
specific tasks. For the regression task in this study, we adopted the
root mean squared error (RMSE) and coefficient of
determination (R2) to evaluate the fitting and predicting
performance of the trained machine learning models. The
RMSE is an absolute value that represents the dispersion
degree from the true value in a dataset; the lower the RMSE,
the better performance of the model prediction. R2 indicates the
proportion of variance in the predicted value that can be
explained by the variance in true value. The model performs
well when R2 is close to 1. The metrics are expressed as:

RMSE �
														
1
m
∑m

i�1 yi − ŷi( )2√
(8)

R2 � 1 − ∑m
i�1 yi − ŷi( )2∑m
i�1 yi − �yi( )2 (9)

where m is the number of data instances, yi is the measure value, ŷi

is the prediction from the model, and �yi is the average of prediction.
It should be noted that the value of R2 could be negative based on the
definition (Equation 9), and the negative value occurs when the
model fits poorly to the data and makes worse predictions.

4.3 Optuna automatic hyperparameter
optimization

Hyperparameter tuning is a crucial step for creating a stable and
accurate model. Normally, the step involves manually testing each
hyperparameter by grid-search and n-fold cross-validation; the
process is considered both time consuming and resource-
intensive, and highly affected by experience. Automating the
tuning process can greatly expand the searching parameter and

the range and improve the model generalization capability.
Moreover, it ensures the models are optimized for the task and
dataset at hand so it can provide an impartial comparison between
different machine learning models.

In this study, we adopt Optuna, an open-source automatic
hyperparameter optimization framework (Akiba et al., 2019). The
basic workflow of Optuna involves three steps: 1. define the search
space for the hyperparameters being optimized and their value
ranges; 2. define the objective function and use the validation set
for measuring the model performance; and 3. run the optimization
algorithm for the search space and find the best value combination
for the predefined parameters. The optimized model is then ready
for implementation on the test set.

4.4 Shapley Additive Explanations

The Shapley value originated from game theory and was
invented by Lloyd Shapley to quantify a player’s contribution
in a team (Shapley, 1952; Strumbelj and Kononenko, 2014).
Lundberg and Lee (2017) adapted this method to machine
learning to explain how each feature contributes to the model
outputs. They defined that for a set of features X and simplified
features X′, if x≈x’, then the model f(x) can approximate the
explanatory model g (x’). The explanatory model can be
expressed as:

g x′( ) � φ0 +∑M
i�1
φixi′ (10)

where xi is the binary version of input feature x, M is the total
number of feature inputs, φ0 is the average output of the model, and
φi is the Shapley value that measures the contribution of the feature i
to the model output, which is expressed as:

φi � ∑
S⊆ x1 ,...,xM\xi{ }

S| |! M − S| | − 1( )!
M!

f S ⋃ xi{ }( ) − f S( )( ) (11)

where S is the combination of all possible subsets of features that
excluded xi.

It has been proven that the Shapley value is satisfied for three
properties of the additive feature attribution of the explanatory
model: local accuracy, missingness, and consistency.

Local accuracy claims the explanatory model can approximate to
the original machine learning model when the simplified feature of
x’ approximates input feature x.

f x( ) ≈ g x′( ) for x ≈ x′( ) (12)
Missingness defines that the Shapley value should be zero when

feature xi’ is missing, i.e., if x’=0, then φi=0. For our study, xi’=1 as all
the features in the tabular dataset exist. Consistency shows that if
feature x’s contribution changes as the original model changes, then
the attribution of the explanatory model should change in the same
direction.

In practice, the computation time to calculate the Shapley value
for a tree-ensemble can be overwhelming, as indicated by the
computational complexity:

O T × L × 2M( ) (13)

FIGURE 6
Optimization history of the LightGBM model with
1,000 iterations.
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where T and L are the maximum number of base learners and leaves
in the model, and 2M is all the possible subsets for M features. Hence,
the computational time will increase exponentially for data with
numerous features. In our study, an approximation method named

TreeSHAP is adopted, which designated for tree structure machine
learning models to provide consistent attribute feature importance
and greatly accelerate the computational speed (Lundberg and Lee,
2017; Lundberg et al., 2018).

FIGURE 7
The optimization history of each hyperparameter of the LightGBM model.
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5 Results and comparison

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the TEMP, PRES, and
FORM in estimating the shear wave velocity, we built and
evaluated four LightGBM models with different feature
combinations using the default hyperparameter value (Table 1).
The baseline score was calculated using the fivefold cross validation
method based on the data from JE1 and JE2. The ‘Full_log plus’
model, which uses the complete seven logging with three additional
features, achieved the highest score, with 2.54 for RMSE and 0.93 for
R2. The lowest score was achieved by the ‘Five_log’ model, which
lacks RHOB and CNL loggings parameters. It was shown that the
added features in the ‘Five_log plus’ model compensated for the
missing logs and improved the ‘Five_log’ model to a score that was
close to the ‘Full_log plus’ model. For future use of the model in
development wells, the feature combination in ‘Five_log plus’ was
chosen for the following hyperparameter tuning and model
implementation.

Data from JEI and JE2 was randomly split into training (70%)
and validation (30%) subsets for the hyperparameter tuning process.
The LightGBM hyperparameters that are crucial for the prediction
performance were chosen (Table 2). During the tuning practice, we
found that the optimal hyperparameter value combinations were
often found at approximately 300–700 rounds. Hence, a
1,000 iteration time was set for the tuning process in this study
instead of setting an early stopping criterion; therefore, the best
model can be built for each machine learning algorithm and
equitable comparison between models are possible.

The optimization process using the Optuna package starts from
a random combination with an objective value of 3.7; then, after
several attempts, the best value soon drops to 2.4. Hyperparameters
with different value combinations are tested 1,000 times; during the
process the objective value jumps between 2.3 and 4. As the best
value tends to stabilize after 20 trials, several subtle drops of values
like descending steps can be observed on the red line, which records
the best value, at approximate trial positions of 100, 210, and 700
(Figure 6). Finally, the best value of 2.32 is found at trial position 721.

The Optuna optimization framework also provides visualization
of the tuning process of each individual hyperparameter, which
supplements the analysis of the optimization progress. Figure 7
illustrates how the objective value varies during the tuning; the y-axis
is the objective value and the x-axis shows the search range for each
parameter. Each circle represents a trial; as the trial time increases
the color darkens. The figure demonstrates that the trial numbers are
sufficient for the search algorithm to fully cover the search range and
test for every possible combination. In the first few hundred trials,
the algorithm already covers most of the values, and as the number
of trials increases, the search range shrinks down to a narrow range
and continues to test for the optimal combination. The ‘max_depth’
parameter shows a different pattern than the others because it is set
to discrete integer values, whereas others are continuous.

After each hyperparameter is assigned with the optimal value
(Table 2), the LightGBM model is then implemented on the test set,
which is the well BJE1. Figure 8 shows predictions for all subsets in
which the x-axis is the predicted DTSM value and the y-axis indicates
the true DTSM values. It clearly demonstrates that themodel has a high
accuracy in predicting the shear wave velocity in the study field. The
scattered points of all sets are distributed closely to the black dashed
diagonal line, indicating that the prediction and true value are nearly the
same and have a high degree of correlation. The evaluation metrics of
the model are RMSE = 1.0 and R2 = 0.99 for the training set, RMSE =
2.40 and R2 = 0.94 for the validation set, and RMSE = 3.47 and R2 =
0.79 for the test set. The results quantitatively demonstrate that the
model is not only well tuned to fit the training data but also has a strong
generalization capability to predict shear velocity in other wells.

To further demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the
LightGBM model, four classical supervised machine learning
models were introduced and compared with the LightGBM
model, namely, Support Vector Regressor (SVR), Deep Neural
Network (DNN), Random Forest (RF) and Extreme Gradient
Boosting (XGB). Note that RF and XGB are both tree-based
models but with different ensemble strategies. All models were
trained using the same dataset and tested on the BJE1 and tuned
by the Optuna hyperparameter optimization framework.

Table 2 shows the hyperparameters that were used to tune the
models and their best value, and Figure 9 demonstrates the
prediction results for different subsets. The results show that the
tree-based methods overall perform better than the SVR and neural-
net based machine learning models. Both RF and XGB had a good
performance in fitting the training data and predicting the validation
and test data (Table 2). The SVR model has the same accuracy as
XGB in fitting the training data, whereas the generalization
capability is the worst among all models (RMSE=7.35 and
R2=0.08 for the test set by SVR). The scatter plot of the SVR
model for the test dataset shows a clear bias from the diagonal
line, indicating that the SVR tends to overfit the training data and is
insufficient in predicting the shear wave velocity from other wells
(Figure 9A). The DNN performs moderately among all on both the
validation and test datasets but the generalization capability is
stronger than SVR (Figure 9B). The RF showed a more
dispersive pattern of the scatter points than XGB (Figures 10C,D).

Training efficiency is another important aspect for model
comparison, which has normally been ignored in previous
studies. Among the tree-based models, RF spent the most time in
the hyperparameter tuning process and costs 2.173 s per training in

FIGURE 8
The results of the training and implementation of the LightGBM
model.
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1,000 iterations, while XGBoost and LightGBM cost 1.603 s and
1.166 s per training, respectively (Table 2). Time differences are
mainly caused by tree assembling strategy. RF uses a bagging
strategy, meaning each tree is trained separately with the whole
data or a subset of the data. XGBoost and LightGBM use a boosting
technique that trains each tree by the residuals from the previous
tree and vastly improves the speed. Benefit from the sampling
strategy and feature reduction techniques, the LightGBM model
is 37% faster than the XGBoost model. As our study only contains
three wells, the improvement in training time will be greater when
more wells are included.

Another effective approach for the rock elastic property
estimation is rock physics modeling. This study employed the
Xu-Payne model to calculate the carbonate shear wave velocity in
the Callovian-Oxfordian formation and compared it with the
prediction from LightGBM model. The modeling process of the
Xu-Payne model starts with forming the rock matrix by mixing
various mineral components, including limestone, anhydrite,
dolomite, and clay content using the Reuss-Voigt-Hill average.
Then, pores of different types and shapes are introduced into the
matrix according to the Differential Effective Media theory and
Kuster–Toksoz theory. The fluid is modeled by considering the
reservoir temperature, pressure, water saturation, salinity, and gas-

specific gravity. Finally, the rock frame is saturated with the fluid
based on the Gassmann theory (Xu and Payne, 2009).

Figure 10A demonstrates the loggings and lithology
interpretations that are crucial for the rock physics modeling
process. The comparison between the results estimated from the
Xu-Payne model (blue curve) and LGBM model (green curve) with
original DTSM (red curve) are shown in the last two columns of
Figure 10A and in the scatter plots of Figures 10B,C. Evidently,
compared with the prediction from LGBM, the Xu-Payne model’s
result has a high dispersion degree (RMSE = 8.22) and low accuracy
(R2 = −0.15). The rock physics model only provides credible results
in the XVp and XVm formations, whereas in other formations, the
predictions are shifted from the true value, which may be caused by
the complex lithology, high clay content, and high porosity. The
XVac formation has more lithology types than others as it went
through a variation in sedimentary environment; it includes
limestone, clay, dolomite, and gypsum. At a depth of 2,123 m, all
four lithofacies can be observed, and the Xu-Payne model provides a
lower velocity value than the logging. At a depth of 2,163 m in XVac
and a depth of 2,264 m in XVhp, the high clay content is the main
reason that causes the Xu-Payne model to miscalculate the shear
velocity. At a depth of 2,312 m, where limestone is the main
lithology type and porosity is approximately 15%, the Xu-Payne

FIGURE 9
Shear velocity predictions from different ML models. (A) SVR. (B) DNN. (C) RF. (D) XGBoost.
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model overly estimates the velocity. By contrast, the LGBM model
prediction is unaffected by the above factors and predicts the true
value accurately.

The prediction error caused by the rock physics model is that
the modeling progress relies heavily on the accurate well logging
interpretation of petrophysical properties and lithological facies.
The interpretation can be strongly biased from the true value
without sufficient calibration from the rock sample tests. In our
study, only the upper three formations are tested for porosity
(Figure 10). Consequently, predictions in the upper three
formations are generally more stable than the lower
formations. Specifically, the shear velocity at the high porosity
area at approximate depths of 2,155 m and 2,195 m is correctly
predicted by the Xu-Payne model, whereas the model fails at a

depth of 2,312 m where porosity interpretation is not adjusted.
However, the machine learning algorithm can skip the well log
interpretation procedure and directly establish the non-linear
relationship between the loggings and the target value. The
following section explains how the output from LightGBM is
achieved in detail.

6 Model interpretation

The SHAP analysis is conducted for the LightGBM model
trained by five logging parameters and three added features. Both
global and individual interpretations are provided for the model.
The global interpretation presents an overview and ranking of the

FIGURE 10
Well loggings of BJE1 wells and the comparison between the Xu-Payne model and LightGBM model. (A) Well loggings of BJE1. (B) Crossplot of
predictions from the Xu-Payne model versus the true DTSM value. (C) Crossplot of predictions from the LightGBM model versus the true DTSM value.
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contributions of each feature in a quantitative manner, while the
individual interpretation dives into a single data instance and
demonstrates how each prediction is generated. An explanation
of machine learning model is significant for the shear wave
velocity regression task, as it can provide valuable insights
into the feature selection.

6.1 Global interpretation

Global interpretation from SHAP is first introduced to provide
an overview of feature importance. The importance of each input
variable is calculated by averaging the absolute Shapley value, which
quantitatively represents the general impact of each feature on the
model output. Figure 11A displays the sorted mean absolute SHAP
value of all the input features in the LightGBM model. It shows that

DT has the most significant influence on the model, which consists
of the high correlation with DTSM (correlation = 0.87).
Additionally, the LLS has a major influence, while its impact on
the model is less than half of that as DT. The contribution of the rest
features shows a small variation, while the ranking is inconsistent
with the correlation in Figure 4. Although the LLD has a higher
correlation with DTSM than the SP, the contribution of SP ranks
higher; even the TEMP has a greater impact than the LLD. The SP
log is used to differentiate the formations with different
permeability, which is the result of the interaction between the
connected pores and the fine-grained sediments that block the
channel. The higher impact of SP on the model may infer that
the porosity and lithology significantly contribute to the shear wave
velocity of the formation. The added categorical feature FORM
ranks behind the LLD and contributes more to the model than the
GR. The impact of PRES may be affected by its correlation with
TEMP. Despite PRES having the lowest influence on the model
output, the importance is as much as 60% of GR.

Figure 11B illustrates the SHAP value distribution of each
input variable and the trend of the corresponding feature. The
y-axis indicates the input variables in order of importance (same
as Figure 11A), and the corresponding SHAP value can be found
on the x-axis. Each circle represents a sampling point of the
feature, and the color gradient of the variable follows the
varying trend from small (blue) to large (red). It should be
noted that the negative SHAP value of the feature does not equal
to negative influence but to a lower-than-average output from
the model. For instance, DT has a wide distribution on the
SHAP value where a high DT value has a greater impact on the
model and can lead to a higher output, while the low value has a
relatively smaller impact and tends to generate lower than
average outputs. It can be observed that the LLD and LLS
have a reverse trend similar to DT, meaning large resistivity
values can lead to small DTSM outputs, agreeing with the
negative correlation of these features with the DTSM
(Figure 4). Both the SP and GR are used as lithology
indicators in well-logging interpretation; the value of the SP
is unrelated to the SHAP value, whereas the GR has a trend like
DT, indicating that a high gamma value corresponds to a large
DTSM output. The TEMP and PRES show a reverse trend
similar to the LLD and LLS, which is intuitive as the deeper
formation normally has a higher velocity.

The FORM value is discrete and non-numerical; hence, the
feature value is colored grey in Figure 11B. The SHAP value of
categorical feature FORM is calculated and presented separately in a
boxplot, where the formation name is shown on the x-axis and the
SHAP value is presented on the y-axis (Figure 11C). It shows that
XVhp has the greatest influence on the model, which indicates that
the FORM value is most useful in the XVhp layer. Additionally, the
XVac, XVp, XVm, XVa1, and Z layers make a positive contribution
to the model but are less influential. The lowest two layers XVa2 and
XVI hardly make any contribution.

6.2 Local interpretation

Local interpretation by SHAP is provided for individual data
instances to examine the contribution and the interaction between

FIGURE 11
Global interpretation of the LightGBM model. (A) SHAP feature
importance. (B) SHAP summary plot. (C) SHAP value of the categorical
feature FORM.
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the input variables. Four predictions at various depths that represent
different reservoir characteristics were chosen for the local
interpretation. The individual predictions are at depths of
2,123 m, 2,163 m, 2,264 m, and 2,312 m, which correspond to the
places where LightGBM outperforms the rock physics model in
Figure 10. The value of each feature is shown on the y-axis, and the

x-axis is the prediction. The E [f(X)] is the base value, which is the
mean value of the DTSM in the validation subset. The final
prediction expressed by f(x) is the summation of the
contributions from all the features plus the base value.

A depth of 2,123 m in the XVac layer represents a reservoir
condition where four lithofacies co-exist (Figure 12A). Here, the

FIGURE 12
Individual interpretation for data instances at various depths. (A) 2,123 m. (B) 2,163 m. (C) 2,264 m. (D) 2,312 m.

FIGURE 13
Dependency plot of input variables for the LightGBM model. (A) GR. (B) SP. (C) DT. (D) TEMP. (E) LLS. (F) LLD. (G) PRES. (H) FORM.
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GR=39.965 and contributes the most to the LightGBM model given
by the SHAP value of +3.97, followed by LLS=0.815 and
LLD=−0.857, for which the SHAP values are +1.98 and +1.38,
respectively. The absolute SHAP value for the rest features is
smaller than 1. The added feature FORM=XVac and
PRES=23.529 has greater significance than DT=55.01, for which
the SHAP value is −0.6. The summation of all the features drives the
base value toward the final prediction (112.14 us/ft), which is close to
the true value (125.161 us/ft).

Figures 12B,C display the data at depths of 2163 m and
2264 m, where the rock physics model tends to overestimate
the DTSM value. Both places have a high clay content (GR>70),
and the LightGBM model chose DT=65.797 as the dominating
feature, which contributes twice as much as GR=70.52. The other
features have a relatively small impact on the model but still
manage to influence the precision of the output. The final
predictions for both places (116.847 us/ft and 118.15 us/ft) are
close to the DTSM logging value (117.640 us/ft and
129.102 us/ft).

Figure 12D demonstrates a typical high porosity region at a
depth of 2312 m, where the rock physics model failed to provide an
accurate result. The feature DT=64.024 continues to dominate the
ranking in feature importance. The contribution of the rest logging
features follows the ranking of correlation with DTSM (Figure 4),
and the added features have the smallest impacts. The final
prediction (115.356) is also close to the measure value
(116.262 us/ft).

The individual interpretations demonstrate that the LightGBM
model can adapt to different reservoir conditions and provide
accurate and stable estimations of the target value. Moreover, the
results indicate that the importance of each feature does not
necessarily correspond to its linear correlation with DTSM. It is
also worth noting that the contribution of each feature varies with
data instances, and it does not strictly coincide with the ranking in
global interpretation. For instance, DT has the greatest general
impact on the model while it contributes less than FORM and
PRES at a depth of 2123 m (Figure 12A); the correlation between
LLD andDTSM is 0.50, while its importance ranks the lowest among
all features at a depth of 2264 m (Figure 12C). The result shows that
each feature in the model has a positive influence on the final output.
The newly added features are proven to be useful to the prediction
and can effectively compensate for the decrease in model accuracy
caused by the absence of RHOB and CNL.

In addition to the evaluation metric from testing the model on a
test well, the SHAP analysis offers another approach for verifying the
reliability and effectiveness of a model by checking whether the
feature dependency with the target value conforms to the geological
background. Figure 13 displays the dependency plot of each feature,
with the x-axis showing the feature value and y-axis representing the
SHAP value. Each plot is colored with a feature that has the largest
interaction effect.

The result shows that the increasing value of DT, SP, and GR
leads to the elevation of their SHAP value, which corresponds with
their positive relationship with DTSM. It is clear that DT has the best
correlation with DTSM, and its interaction with PRES indicates the
formation at a greater depth, which has a larger PRES value and
tends to have a greater velocity; the GR and SP logs are normally
used to calculate the shale volume, and larger values mean a greater

clay content. In Figures 13A,B, the large values of the GR and SP lead
to an increase in DTSM values, which agrees with the fact that a
greater clay content can cause a drop in Vs velocity. Additionally, the
SP log performs worse than the GR in calculating the shale volume
in a carbonate formation; hence, the correlation trend in SP is not as
clear as in the GR. The increase in SHAP is followed by decreasing
LLD, LLS, TEMP, and PRES values, indicating that the features are
negatively correlated with the DTSM. The negative trend of LLD and
LLS with DTSM agrees with the fact that Vs decreases with the
increasing gas saturation, as the gas bearing formation can cause
larger resistivity than the water bearing formation. The negative
trend of TEMP and PRES is also rational, as both features are
directly related to depth and the deeper formation tends to have a
larger velocity caused by mechanical and chemical compaction. The
results correspond well with the complex carbonate reservoir
condition in most layers. It corresponds with the complex
carbonate reservoir condition in most layers, e.g., XVac has the
most complex lithofacies, XVam and XVa1 have high porosity, and
the XVhp layer has a high clay volume; XVI and XVa2 are
interpreted as pure limestone formations with a small amount of
clay and pore volume. The result indicates that the categorical
feature FORM can be helpful to the machine learning model,
especially for the complex carbonate formations.

7 Conclusion

Machine learning methods have been prevalently utilized in the
well-logging estimation of shear wave velocity. However, owing to
the black-box nature of the machine learning model, most research
emphasizes the effectiveness of new algorithms, and the input
features are limited to the traditional logging parameters. This
study adopts the LightGBM model to estimate the shear wave
velocity in a complex carbonate formation. To expand the
usability of the model in development wells that normally lack
essential loggings, we introduced three new features into the model,
including two numerical features (temperature and pressure) and
one categorical feature (formation). The model is best tuned with the
automatic hyperparameter optimization framework Optuna, and
the result is compared with four regression machine learning models
that were optimized with the same process. The Xu-Payne rock
physics model is also applied for calculating the Vs and compared
with the LightGBM model. Furthermore, we use the Shapley
Additive Explanations (SHAP) to interpret the LightGBM model
and quantitatively demonstrate the contribution of each feature and
validate the reliability of the trained model.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study.

1. The newly added features are proved effective prior to the
application of the model. Four combinations of different
features are tested using the LightGBM model with default
hyperparameters. Both RMSE and R2 are decreased with the
absence of RHOB and CNL log, while adding the new features
can compensate the loss of important logs and improve the
model performance.

2. The application of the automatic hyperparameter optimization
framework is essential and can provide a fair comparison
between different machine learning algorithms. As the
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hyperparameter tuning is crucial for building a model, the
artificial tuning process that normally involves grid-search and
k-fold cross validation can be inaccurate and time consuming.
Utilizing the Optuna framework can greatly expand the searching
area and guarantee a stable result, which ensures the equitable
comparison between different machine learning models.

3. The LightGBM model outperforms the other machine learning
models in both accuracy and efficiency. The comparison between
different models shows the tree-ensemble-based methods
perform better than SVR and DNN, and the LightGBM
outperforms other tree-ensemble methods, such as RF and
XGBoost. Other than SVR, which shows little generalization
capability, the LightGBM has the shortest training time.
Additionally, time efficiency is a significant factor to be
considered for model selection, as numerous wells could be
included when performing the Vs estimation at a larger scale.

4. The LightGBM model performs better than the rock physics
modeling approach. The construction of the rock physics model
requires the accurate interpretation of petrophysical parameters
and lithofacies, while the condition is often unsatisfied without
sufficient laboratory tests of rock samples. The LightGBM model
can directly establish the non-linear relationship between input
variables and Vs without performing the intermediate
interpretation step. Thus, the model can generate more
accurate results, especially in regions with complex lithofacies,
a high clay content, and a high porosity.

5. The importance of input features is not necessarily related to their
relationship with Vs The global interpretation provided by the
SHAP analysis indicates that the ranking of the contributions of
each feature is unrelated to their correlation with Vs, except for
DT and LLS. The individual interpretation at different depths
further proves that the contribution of each feature varies with
their values and the reservoir condition. Moreover, the newly
added features can impact the model more than traditional
logging parameters, such as LLD and GR.

6. The quantitative interpretation of the model also provides
additional evidence on the applicability and effectiveness of
the LightGBM model. The dependency between the input
features and the SHAP value and the deduced results
correspond well with the geological understanding of the
target carbonate formation, greatly improving confidence in
the further application of machine learning models for shear
wave estimation.
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